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Belt

At the Arco do Repouso he walked on the way to the historic part of the city, accompanied by 

obesity. Not without risk should fate be unfavorable to him.

It started to get noticed by doctors and nursing staff, that too much body weight. As many as 80% 

of the patients at the ventilator in the intensive care department. Felled by the monster that rages 

mutating, out of control and deadly all over the world for months. 

Precarious 

Passing under the arch. To continue through the winding street. Bothered by those bumpy pebbles, 

almost stumbling. Solved in the photographic vanishing point of Rua do Repouso. Two in front and 

two behind. Ensuring him a firm attachment. Bought from a practical point of view, undoubtedly. 

Not as a hip fashion accessory for the contemporary dressed man. 

Reason for a trip into my memory with a look in the rear-view mirror. When everything seemed so 

normal, early March 2020, which is special now. A virus infection from China, quite 'far-from-our-

bed'. The days pass quickly, meanwhile the Portuguese air lets out some rain now and then of the 

cloud cover above Faro. 
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cloud cover above Faro. 

With clockwork regularity, between pleasant and sun-drenched days. Too many calories, too little 

physical exercise or too little combustion. A dangerous issue to current insights. Ingredients for 

worrying predictions about a premature end, due to severe overweight. At the breakfast table I saw 

him sitting, for the first time. 

Merry-go-round 

Touched by his impressive appearance in smoothed striped blue-white shirt. Very tasteful according 

to the latest trend. Combined with fashionable yellow pants, a well-groomed appearance. The outfit 

is kept neatly in place thanks to wide braces. Tightly stretched over his excessively expanded torso.

Covered by a dull listlessness, plagued with gunfire in my head. Indescribable yes, not to be 

dimmed with pills, that's how my thoughts are spinning. Making them overworked, lost in the hole 

of time. Desperately acting like the experts tumbling over each other.

Kept going by the uninterrupted flow of information. Not a mortal in sight, wandering on the 

deserted beach, plunged into solitude. Illuminated by the faint light of dawn. Where cloudy skies 

paint evocative silhouettes.
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paint evocative silhouettes.

Worrisome

Escaped the worrying message flow in the media. A growing group of news followers getting angry 

or sad about it. Dropped out, so from now on, further as 'news avoiders'. Avoidance behavior 

because it makes you unhappy.  

Understandable, terrifying for whose BMI is (too) high. Disastrous for humans fighting the kilos. 

Which, after all, makes the threat more real. Greater chance of infection. Hospitalization just awfully 

close. 

Out of the corner of my eye I see him in the city center on Praça D. Francisco Gomes. Sitting at a 

patio table at Café Aliança in the cool of the morning.  Where he lets himself be pampered, 

feasting on a chocolate bolo, while he slobbers on a meia de leite.

Well-being 

The elevator starts moving audibly above our heads. Dutifully transporting sun-worshippers down or 

up. Comfortable carrying summer bathers, before and after the beach visit. Above, the grass shines 

in various shades of green. Super tightly trimmed, soft as velvet.
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in various shades of green. Super tightly trimmed, soft as velvet.

The calling card of this chic pampering paradise. ‘Mind, body and soul’ is the motto here. With an 

urgent appeal to a moderate lifestyle, where a few meet the health ideal. Remarkable: obese public 

disease number one. Pleasantly surprised by the spring blooms that adorn this idyllically situated 

complex.

The broom blooms profusely yellow. In her immediate vicinity, the air smells like perfume. A 

beautiful color balance thanks to the trees on the square, loaded with ripening lemons. Haunted by 

a probing question when exiting the elevator. Under close observation by two questioners.

“Can we offer a Serenity-voucher?" You’re welcome young ladies, I answer. But really not for me, a 

muscular nail in terms of mass. Moreover, I feel quite comfortable. Fairly, pretty good by nature, 

inculcated at home for sure. With veiled reluctance I accept the discount voucher. 

Peace of mind

On the roof of the Sé I see him again by chance and completely surprised. For someone of his 

stature those eighty-five steps steep up, slippery and worn. You don't think it possible. Truly a great 

achievement with his physique and apparently moderate condition. He comes to the top. Heavily 

puffing and panting next to the stairway finally out of breath. 

The old Dutch has a nice saying, I read. A stanza from which people managed to draw strength and 

hope.
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The old Dutch has a nice saying, I read. A stanza from which people managed to draw strength and 

hope.

One must uphold the pants of life. With the braces of hope.

A wonderful motto that he apparently cherishes. It's admirable, what a perseverance.  He just does 

it, destiny tempted. Completely familiar with its carrying straps, hence no belt.
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